THE CLIMAKERS
EUROPEAN REGIONAL WORKSHOP
30 hectares of land in the municipalities of Pietradefusi (Avellino) and San Giorgio del Sannio (Benevento):

- 5 hectares dedicated to the cultivation of aromatic/medicinal plants
- 25 hectares dedicated to traditional rotational crops: olive trees, a small vineyard, vegetables, various fruit trees and woodland

Particular attention is paid to the recovery of ancient cereals

*(biodiversity preservation)*
Our mission

Promotion of a real and longstanding model of sustainable agriculture
Our way of production

Certified organic methods, inspired by the principles of natural agriculture of Master Masanobu Fukuoka:

- observation of nature
- crop rotations and set-aside land
- almost zero use of water resources
Medicinal plants

- manually harvested and selected
- naturally dried
- Steam distillation without the addition of chemical additives
Energy production

- Photovoltaic panel system
- Agrometeorological station
"zero waste" farm

- No use of any chemical products
- Plant waste products use to create compost
- Packaging entirely recyclable
Finally, I would like to share with you this video about our company, created by photographer and videomaker Andrea Sartori, which was awarded Best Documentary within the FiLMiCpro One World Film Contest 2018.

https://vimeo.com/286476570
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

Simone Petrillo
Iside s.r.l Società Agricola
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